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STOP PRESS TITLES

Muhammad Yunus
A World of Three Zeroes
the new economics of zero poverty, zero unemployment, and zero
carbon emissions

October 2017
RRP: £14.99
234 x 153mm pbo, 304pp
ISBN: 9781911344568
e-ISBN: 9781925548549

The capitalist system, in its current form, is broken. Here, Muhammad
Yunus — a Nobel Peace Prize-winner, the inventor of microcredit, and
the founder of Grameen Bank — outlines his radical economic vision
for a new kind of capitalism, where altruism and generosity are valued
as much as profit making, and where individuals have the capacity to lift
themselves out of poverty and affect real change for the planet and its
people.

John A. Farrell
Richard Nixon
the life

October 2017
RRP: £30
234 x 153mm hb, 752pp
w/ 32pp photos
ISBN: 9781911344674
e-ISBN: 9781925548396

More topical than ever, a deeply researched, superbly crafted portrait
of America’s most complex president. Award-winning biographer
John A. Farrell examines the life and legacy of one of America’s most
controversial political figures, tracing the legacy of Nixon from his time
in the Navy, to his early years as president, and finally his fall from grace.
A magisterial portrait of the man who embodied post-war American
political cynicism — and was destroyed by it.

Tom Slee
What’s Yours Is Mine
against the sharing economy
A razor-sharp examination of the ‘sharing economy’: from its genesis
in open-source software and media file sharing, through to the present
day popularity of Uber, Airbnb, Taskrabbit, and similar services, which
operate outside of normal business practices, taking on none of the risk
or responsibility when something goes wrong.
November 2017
RRP: £9.99
210 x 135mm pbo, 256pp
ISBN: 9781911344698
e-ISBN: 9781925548471
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STOP PRESS TITLES

Jefferson Morley
The Ghost
the secret life of CIA spymaster James Jesus Angleton

December 2017
RRP: £20
234 x 153mm hb, 352pp
ISBN: 9781911344735
e-ISBN: 9781925548402

A revelatory new biography of the sinister, powerful, and paranoid man
who was at the heart of the CIA for more than three decades. James Jesus
Angleton was one of the most important unelected officials in the US
government during the 20th century. In this gripping biography, Jefferson
Morley reveals the extent of Angleton’s influence and power, from the start
of World War II through to the final days of the Cold War.

Emmanuel Macron
Revolution
Translated by Jonathan Goldberg & Juliette Scott

December 2017
RRP: £14.99
210 x 135mm hb, 272pp
ISBN: 9781911344797
e-ISBN: 9781925548648

The bestselling memoir of France’s newly elected President. Emmanuel
Macron reveals his personal history and his inspirations, and discusses
his vision of France and its future. A remarkable book that seeks to
lay the foundations for a new society — a compelling testimony and
statement of values by an important political leader who has become the
flag-bearer for a new kind of politics.

Raphael Kellman
The Whole Brain Diet
the microbiome solution to heal depression, anxiety, and mental fog
without prescription drugs

December 2017
RRP: £14.99
234 x 153mm pbo, 272pp
ISBN: 9781911344827
e-ISBN: 9781925548785

There is a fundamental connection between the brain, the gut, the
microbiome, and the thyroid — which leading holistic doctor Raphael
Kellman calls ‘the whole brain’. In this lively, accessible book, he reveals
how this system works in tandem to keep us healthy, and how, by
making small changes, we can use it to heal mood and mental disorders
without drugs. Includes meal plans, an exercise program, and daily
meditations and affirmations.
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JANUARY 2018

Ron Ehrlich

POPULAR HEALTH

A Life Less Stressed
the five pillars of health and wellness

A holistic guide to the stresses that wear us down and the
changes we can make to lead happier, healthier, and more
resilient lives.
Life has never been more stressful. It is no coincidence
that chronic degenerative disorders such as cancer,
heart disease, autoimmune illnesses, and mental-health
conditions are on the rise. But if we want to tackle them,
we need to look beyond their symptoms.
That is the message of dentist and health advocate Ron
Ehrlich, who untangles how problems in one part of
the body are intimately linked to the whole. He explores
and redefines the stresses that affect us — emotional,
nutritional, environmental, and even dental and postural
— and shows the way to simply be well.
RON EHRLICH is one of
Australia’s leading holistic
health advocates, co-founder
of the Sydney Holistic Dental
Centre, and a co-founder and
board member of Nourishing
Australia, a not-for-profit
organisation dedicated to
promoting nutritional and
environmental health.

A Life Less Stressed will help you develop a broader
understanding of your health problems and build
resilience.

RRP: £14.99
234 x 153mm pbo, 320pp
ISBN: 9781911344834
4

e-ISBN: 9781925548792
Rights held: World

CRIME FICTION"/"HISTORICAL FICTION

Amy Stewart

JANUARY 2018

Miss Kopp’s Midnight
Confessions
The feisty, fiery Kopp sisters are back in another
unforgettable romp by HWA-longlisted international
bestseller Amy Stewart.
When deputy sheriff Constance Kopp notices how many
young women are being jailed over dubious charges of
waywardness, incorrigibility, and moral depravity, she
smells a rat. But what can she do to fight the forces of
sexism? And how will her principles fare when her own
sister, Fleurette, starts misbehaving?
Against the backdrop of the First World War, and drawn
once again from the true story of the Kopp sisters, Miss
Kopp’s Midnight Confessions is a spirited page-turner that
will delight fans of historical fiction and light-hearted
detective fiction alike.

AMY STEWART is the
award-winning author of
seven books, including her
acclaimed fiction debut
Girl Waits with Gun and the
bestsellers The Drunken
Botanist and Wicked Plants.
She and her husband live
in Eureka, California, where
they own a bookstore called
Eureka Books.

PRAISE FOR THE KOPP SISTERS SERIES:

‘Offbeat and original’ — The Sunday Times
‘A captivating romp’ — The Guardian

RRP: £8.99
198 x 129mm pbo, 384pp
ISBN: 9781911344599
e-ISBN: 9781925548488

Rights held: UK & C’wealth
Other rights: Tessler Literary
Agency
5

JANUARY 2018

Beau Donelly and
Nick Toscano

TRUE CRIME"/"POPULAR HEALTH

The Woman Who Fooled
the World
Belle Gibson’s cancer con, and the darkness
at the heart of the wellness industry
Belle Gibson convinced the world she had healed herself
of terminal brain cancer by eating a healthy diet. She
built a global business based on her story. There was just
one problem: she never had cancer in the first place.
In 2015, journalists uncovered the truth behind Gibson’s
lies. This hero of the wellness world, with over 200,000
followers, international book deals, and a best-selling
smartphone app, was a fraud. She had lied about
having cancer — to her family and friends, to her
business partners and publishers, and to the hundreds
of thousands of people who were inspired by her blog,
including real cancer survivors.

BEAU DONELLY is a multiaward-winning Australian
journalist now based in
Ireland, who wrote for
The Age and The Sydney
Morning Herald. He has been
recognised by the United
Nations and the Melbourne
Press Club, and he was
a finalist for the Walkley
Award.
NICK TOSCANO is a multiaward-winning journalist
based in Melbourne, writing
for The Age and The Sydney
Morning Herald. He has
received the highest honour
in Australian journalism, the
Walkley Award

6

Written by the same two journalists who uncovered the
details of Gibson’s deception, The Woman Who Fooled the
World tracks the 23-year-old’s rise to fame and fall from
grace. Told through interviews with the people who know
her best, it unravels the mystery and motivation behind
this deception and follows the public reaction to the
scandal that made headlines in Time magazine and on
BBC News.
The Woman Who Fooled the World explores the lure
of alternative cancer treatments, the cottage industry
flourishing behind the wellness and ‘clean eating’
movements, and the power of social media. It documents
the devastating impact this con had on Gibson’s fans and
on people suffering from cancer. Ultimately, it answers
not just how, but why, Gibson was able to fool so many.

RRP: £14.99
234 x 153mm pbo, 336pp
ISBN: 9781911344575

e-ISBN: 9781925548594
Rights held: World

CRIME FICTION

Nadia Dalbuono

FEBRUARY 2018

The Extremist

The fourth Leone Scamarcio thriller by CWA-longlisted
rising star Nadia Dalbuono.
When a group of terrorists carry out a series of attacks
in Rome, detective Leone Scamarcio is called on to
investigate. But why do the terrorists — apparently
Islamic extremists — only want to deal with him?
Scamarcio has just twenty-four hours to negotiate, or
the terrorists’ hostages will be killed. With his face on
every TV screen, and with all of Italy on high alert, he
must race against the clock and elude the grasp of the
increasingly unhinged chief of intelligence, Colonel
Scalisi, to uncover the truth behind the attacks.

NADIA DALBUONO has
spent the last eighteen years
working as a documentary
director and consultant for
Channel 4, ITV, Discovery,
and National Geographic
in various countries. The
Extremist is the fourth book
in the Leone Scamarcio
series, following The Few,
The American, and The
Hit. She divides her time
between the UK and
northern Italy.

But, as Scamarcio begins to investigate, he finds that
every question turns up five more, and, as usual for this
son-of-a-Mafioso policeman, nothing is as it seems.
PRAISE FOR THE LEONE SCAMARCIO SERIES:

‘Disquieting and illuminating . . . utterly absorbing.’
— Lesley Thompson, author of The Detective’s Daughter
‘A rollercoaster ride . . . Unsettling but compelling.’
— The Sun

RRP: £8.99
198 x 129mm pbo, 368pp
ISBN: 9781911344650

e-ISBN: 9781925548716
Rights held: World
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FEBRUARY 2018

Jeremy Gavron

LITERARY FICTION

Felix Culpa

Whose stories deserve to be told? And whose words
should do the telling?
A crime. A lost boy. A story rediscovered in unexpected
places.
In Felix Culpa, Jeremy Gavron makes a novel out of the
phrases and sentences of a hundred other literary works.
It follows a writer on the trail of a dead boy who was
recently released from prison. But in searching for the
boy’s story, will he lose his own?

JEREMY GAVRON is the
author of several non-fiction
books and novels, including
The Book of Israel, winner
of the Encore Award, An
Acre of Barren Ground, and
A Woman on the Edge
of Time, a memoir of his
mother. A former foreign
correspondent in Africa and
India, he lives now in London,
and teaches at Warren
Wilson College in North
Carolina.

Curiously moving and elevating, Felix Culpa performs
that rare trick of being a living demonstration of how
storytelling works, by sound and by rhythm, by elision
and by omission. It asks what happens when we lose the
narrative of our own life, and fall into someone else’s.
Felix Culpa is an immersive, if disorienting, reading
experience that leaves behind the author’s deliberate
borrowings, and the reader’s heavy preconceptions, to
become something wholly itself, different and resonant.
‘Gavron is a skilled storyteller’ — The Sunday Times
‘[Gavron’s writing has] verve, imagination, and elegance’
— Maggie O’Farrell, author of This Must be the Place
‘One of our more innovative, quietly inventive, and
exciting novelists.’ — Ali Smith

RRP: £12.99
198 x 129mm hb, 144pp
ISBN: 9781911344766
e-book ISBN: 9781925548426
8

Rights held:UK & C’wealth + EU
English
Other rights: Aitken Alexander
Associates

POPULAR HEALTH"/"SELF-HELP

Wayne Jonas

FEBRUARY 2018

How Healing Works
get well and stay well using your hidden
power to heal

A radical, evidence-based new vision for healing that
reveals how you can reduce your dependence on
medicine.
Most of the treatments we think produce healing do not
work when exposed to rigorous scientific scrutiny. Yet
people often get better. Why?

DR WAYNE JONAS is the
President and Chief Executive
Officer of Samueli Institute, a
non-profit medical research
organisation supporting the
scientific investigation of
healing processes and their
application in health and
disease. He is a widely
published scientific investigator,
a practicing family physician,
Professor of Family Medicine
at Georgetown University, and
Professor at the Uniformed
Services University of the
Health Sciences. Additionally,
Dr Jonas is a retired Lieutenant
Colonel in the Medical Corps
of the United States Army.

Dr Wayne Jonas argues that the majority of healing comes
from a few basic principles that can be used effectively
by any system — ancient or modern, complementary
or conventional. Drawing on rigorous evidence he
reveals that only 20 per cent of healing for anything
from back pain to chronic heart problems comes from
the treatment agent, while the remaining 80 per cent
of healing comes from constructing a treatment that is
personally meaningful to you. He shows how being aware
of these principles can activate your own inherent healing
processes and get your physician and others to help
accelerate your recovery.
This is not the argument that you can simply ‘think
yourself’ better. Rather, it uses science to show how if you
understand how healing really works you can take greater
control of your recovery, increase the likelihood that any
treatment will be effective, prevent many of the diseases
of ageing, and significantly reduce your dependence on
the medical industry.

RRP: £14.99
234 x 153 mm pbo, 224pp
ISBN: 9781911344636
e-ISBN: 9781925548709

Rights held: UK & C’wealth
Other rights: Abner Stein/
Leuine Greenberg Rostan
9

MARCH 2018

Jonathan D. Quick
& Bronwyn Fryer

POPULAR SCIENCE"/"CURRENT AFFAIRS

The End of Epidemics
the looming threat to humanity and how to stop it

THE END OF EPIDEMICS

AIDS. Ebola. Bird flu. SARS. Year after year we manage
new viruses thanks to the tireless work done in labs
and hot zones around the world. Now, Jonathan Quick
explains how we could end epidemics forever.

JONATHAN D. QUICK, MD
WITH BRONWYN FRYER

JONATHAN D. QUICK, MD

WITH BRONWYN FRYER

THE END OF

EPIDEMICS

THE LOOMING THREAT TO
HUMANITY AND HOW TO STOP IT

JONATHAN D. QUICK
is a family physician, an
instructor at Harvard Medical
School, and the president
and CEO of the non-profit
organisation Management
Sciences for Health. Through
MSH, he improves the health
systems in Africa, Asia, and
Latin America. With over
35 years in the field, he is
a leading expert in global
health.
BRONWYN FRYER is a
veteran writer, researcher,
and editor, widely recognised
for her collaborations with
leading authors.
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Somewhere out there, a killer virus is boiling up in the
bloodstream of a bird, bat, monkey, or pig, preparing to
jump to a human being. This as-yet-undetected germ has
the potential to wipe out millions of lives over a matter
of weeks or months. That risk makes the threat posed
by ISIS, a ground war, a massive climate event, or even
the dropping of a nuclear bomb on a major city pale by
comparison.
This epidemic could come upon us without warning,
as we succumb to fear, denial, and panic, and shield
ourselves with complacency, hubris, and our own
financial self-interest. Yet The End of Epidemics is about
hope. Leading public-health expert Jonathan Quick
tells the stories of the heroes, past and present, who’ve
succeeded in their fights to stop the spread of illness
and death. He explains the science and the politics of
epidemics. And he shows exactly how we can prevent,
and end, epidemics in the future.

RRP: £14.99
234 x 153mm pbo, 288pp
ISBN: 9781911344377
e-ISBN: 9781925548327

Rights held: UK & C’wealth
Other rights: Zachary Shuster
Harmsworth

CURRENT AFFAIRS"/"ECONOMICS

Gwynne Dyer

MARCH 2018

Growing Pains
the rough road to the future

We are now living in a world where Brexit and Trump are
daily realities. But how did this come about? And what
does it mean for the future?
Populism and ultra-nationalism brought about the rise
of Hitler and Mussolini in the 1930s. Now, as Trump sits
in the White House, Britain negotiates its way out of the
EU, and countries across Europe see substantial gains in
support for the extreme Right, award-winning journalist,
author, and historian Gwynne Dyer asks how we got here,
and where we go next.

GWYNNE DYER has
worked as a freelance
journalist, columnist, author,
broadcaster, and lecturer
on international affairs
for more than 20 years.
His twice-weekly column
on international affairs is
published by 175 newspapers
in some 45 countries and
is translated into more than
a dozen languages. He is
the author of several books,
including War, Future: Tense,
The Mess They Made, and
Climate Wars.

Dyer examines the global challenges facing us all today
and explains how they have contributed to a world of
inequality, poverty, and joblessness, conditions which
he argues inevitably lead to the rise of populism. The
greatest threat to social and political stability lies in the
rise of automation, which will continue to eliminate jobs,
whether politicians admit that it is happening or not. To
avoid a social and political catastrophe, we will have to
find ways of putting real money into the pockets of those
who have no work.
But this is not a book without hope. Our capacity for
overcoming the worst has been tested again and again
throughout history, and we have always survived. To do
so now, Dyer argues, we must embrace radical solutions
to the real difficulties facing individuals, or find ourselves
back in the 1930s with no way out.

RRP: £12.99
210 x 135 mm pbo, 256pp
ISBN: 9781911344759

e-ISBN: 9781925548433
Rights held: World English
Other rights: The Susijn Agency
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APRIL 2018

Gina Perry

PSYCHOLOGY"/"POPULAR SCIENCE

The Lost Boys
inside Muzafer Sherif’s Robbers Cave experiments

The fascinating true story of one of the most controversial
psychological experiments of the modern era — a reallife Lord of the Flies.
Competition. Prejudice. Discrimination. Conflict.
In 1954, a group of boys attended a remote summer camp
where they were split into two groups, and forced to bully,
harass, and demonise each other. The results would make
history as one of social psychology’s classic studies: the
Robbers Cave experiment.

GINA PERRY is an Australian
psychologist and writer,
whose feature articles,
columns, and essays have
been published in The
Age and The Australian,
and whose short fiction
has been published in
a number of literary
magazines. She teaches in
the Master of Publishing
and Communications at the
University of Melbourne.

Conducted at the height of the Cold War, officially the
experiment had a happy ending: the boys reconciled, and
psychologist Muzafer Sherif demonstrated that while hatred
and violence are powerful forces, so too are cooperation and
harmony. Today it is proffered as proof that under the right
conditions warring groups can make peace. Yet the true story
of the experiments is far more complex, and more chilling.
In The Lost Boys, Gina Perry explores the experiment and its
consequences, tracing the story of Sherif, a troubled outsider
who struggled to craft an experiment that would vanquish
his personal demons. Drawing on archival material and new
interviews, Perry pieces together a story of drama, mutiny,
and intrigue that has never been told before.

RRP: £14.99
210 x 135mm pbo, 288pp
ISBN: 9781911344391
12

e-ISBN: 9781925548303
Rights held: World

LITERARY FICTION

Heidi Sopinka

APRIL 2018

The Dictionary of Animal
Languages
A thrillingly elegant yet raw evocation of a woman
clawing her way to a creative life, inspired by the story
of surrealist artist Leonora Carrington.
Born into a wealthy family in northern England, sent
to boarding school, and educated by nuns, Ivory Frame
escapes to interwar Paris where she finds herself through
art, living amongst the most brilliant and bohemian
people: the surrealists.
Torn between a volatile and all-consuming affair with
a Russian painter, and her soaring ambition, Ivory’s life is
violently interrupted by the Second World War. But
her urge to create never deserts her.

HEIDI SOPINKA is the
founder of renowned fashion
label Horses Atelier, and has
also worked as a cook, a
pilot, and a literary journalist,
in her native Canada. The
Dictionary of Animal
Languages is her first book.

Now, aged 90, Ivory labours defiantly in the frozen north
at her last, greatest artwork — a vast account of animal
language — alone except for her sharp research assistant
Skeet.
And then unexpected news from the past arrives: this
magnificently fervent, complex woman is told that she
has a grandchild, despite never having had a child of her
own . . .

RRP: £12.99
210 x 135 mm hb, 320pp
ISBN: 9781911617020
e-ISBN: 9781925548754

Rights held: World English
(excl Canada)
Other rights: Lutyens &
Rubinstein
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APRIL 2018

Mohammed Al
Samawi

CURRENT AFFAIRS"/"MEMOIR

The Fox Hunt
four strangers, thirteen days, and one man’s amazing
journey to safety

A breath-taking escape story that reveals the power of
technology to connect people across cultures, with lifesaving results.
Growing up in Yemen, Mohammed Al Samawi was smart,
bookish, and committed to his faith. He had little interest
in the non-Muslim world, beyond an intense hostility to
Islam’s enemies.
All that changed when a teacher lent him a copy of the
Old Testament, sparking his interest in other faiths.
Venturing online, he began to connect with people of
different cultures from all around the world, and started
the improbable journey from dreaming of mowing down
Israelis with an AK-47 to devoting his life to inter-faith
dialogue.
MOHAMMED AL SAMAWI,
a Zaydi Shia’a Muslim, was
born in the old Yemeni
city of Sana’a. Brought up
to believe that the Jews
were responsible for all his
people’s troubles, his life
changed when he read the
Old Testament, ‘friended’
Jews in Israel, and joined
social-action groups aimed
at promoting dialogue
between Muslims and Jews.
He escaped from a brutal
civil war to the United States,
where he now lectures
widely to promote inter-faith
relations.

But then Yemen crumbled into war. Trapped and alone
under bombardment, he managed to get online and
put his life in the hands of a rag-tag group of Facebook
friends he barely knew. Near-strangers to each another,
with zero experience in military strategy, the team of
four, spanning New York, San Francisco, and Tel Aviv,
achieved the seemingly impossible. They crowd-sourced
escape routes and activated their networks to help save
Mohammed from certain death.
The Fox Hunt is an exhilarating real-life survival story of
faith, curiosity, and the power of human connection in
the face of conflict.

RRP: £14.99
234 x 153mm pbo, 352pp
ISBN: 9781911344988
e-ISBN: 9781925548693
14

Rights held: UK & C’wealth
Other rights: Abner Stein/Kuhn
Projects

CURRENT AFFAIRS/POPULAR SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY

Nigel Shadbolt &
Roger Hampson

MAY 2018

The Digital Ape

How smart machines are transforming us all — and
what we should do about it.
The smart machines revolution is re-shaping our lives
and our societies. Here, Shadbolt and Hampson —
Britain’s pre-eminent authorities on AI — dispel terror,
confusion, and misconception by demonstrating that
we are not about to be elbowed aside by a rebel army
of super-intelligent robots of our own creation. The
much-vaunted Transcendence moment is not coming
any time soon.

PROFESSOR SIR NIGEL
SHADBOLT (pictured), ‘one
of the most fascinating and
important scientists alive’
(Jim Al-Khalili), is Principal
of Jesus College Oxford
and professorial research
fellow in the Department of
Computer Science, Oxford.
He is the chairman and
co-founder of the Open
Data Institute with Sir Tim
Berners-Lee.
ROGER HAMPSON was
Chief Executive of the London
Borough of Redbridge
from 2001 to 2016, and is a
national authority on the use
of data in public services.

The Digital Ape prefers to talk of Augmented Intelligence
(ours) rather than Artificial Intelligence (theirs). It argues
that when it comes to our technological future we can
retain control, but how we exercise that control — in
employment matters, in privacy matters, in political
matters etc — is the crux of our collective future wellbeing.
Lucid, well-informed, and deeply human, The Digital Ape
offers a unique approach to the subject of web science
and the ethics of intelligent systems.

RRP: £20.00
234 x 153mm hb, 320pp
ISBN: 9781911344629
e-ISBN: 9781925548747

Rights held: UK & C’wealth,
excl. EU
Other rights: Toby Mundy
Associates
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MAY 2018

Lori Gottlieb

PSYCHOLOGY"/"MEMOIR

Girl Walks Into
a Therapy Room
examining our lives from both sides of the couch

What is your therapist really thinking? Now, you can
find out . . .
Meet Lori, an insightful and compassionate therapist
whose clients have all kinds of problems. There’s the
couple who are struggling after having a baby, the older
woman who feels she has nothing to live for, the selfdestructive alcoholic young woman, and the terminally ill
35-year-old newlywed. Then there’s John, the narcissistic
television producer, who frankly just seems to be an
asshole. Over the course of a year, they all make progress.

LORI GOTTLIEB is a
psychotherapist and New
York Times bestselling author
of four books. A contributing
editor for The Atlantic
Magazine and frequent
contributor to The New York
Times, she also writes a
weekly New York Magazine
column, ‘What Your Therapist
Really Thinks’. In her therapy
office, Lori works with
couples and individuals
on a wide array of issues,
including depression, anxiety,
relationship difficulties,
infertility, identify formation,
grief, and loss. She lives in
Los Angeles.

16

But Lori is not just a therapist — she’s also a patient
on a journey of her own. Interspersed with the stories
of her clients, she documents her own therapy sessions,
following a devastating event that makes her re-evaluate
her life.
Frank and full of candid insights, this book opens a
rare window into a world bound by secrecy, told with
intelligence, vulnerability, and humour.
PRAISE FOR MR GOOD ENOUGH:

‘Part The Rules and part Malcom Gladwellian sociopop . . .
surprisingly, unnervingly convincing.’ — Oprah Magazine
‘A thoroughly entertaining reality check, it will make
single women laugh and squirm, and married people
appreciate their spouses even more.’ — Diablo Cody,
Oscar-winning screen writer of Juno

RRP: £12.99
210 x 135mm pbo, 288pp
ISBN: 9781911617044
e-ISBN: 9781925548815

Rights held: UK & C’wealth
Other rights: Abner Stein/Ross
Yoon Agency

SOCIAL & CULTURAL HISTORY"/"ECOLOGY

Bruce Pascoe

MAY 2018

Dark Emu
Aboriginal Australia and the birth of agriculture

Were Australia’s First People, the Aboriginals, just
hunter-gatherers who wandered haplessly from plant
to plant, kangaroo to kangaroo, living opportunistically
on an empty, uncultivated land?
In this seminal book, Bruce Pascoe uncovers evidence
that long before the arrival of white men, Aboriginal
people across the continent were building dams and
wells; planting, irrigating, and harvesting seeds, and then
preserving the surplus and storing it in houses, sheds,
or secure vessels; and creating elaborate cemeteries and
manipulating the landscape. All of these behaviours were
inconsistent with the hunter-gatherer tag, which turns out
to have been a convenient lie to justify dispossession.

BRUCE PASCOE lives at
Gipsy Point, Victoria, and has
a Bunurong, Tasmanian, and
Yuin heritage.

Using compelling evidence from the records and diaries
of early Australian explorers and colonists, he reveals
that Aboriginal systems of food production and land
management have been blatantly understated in modern
retellings of early Aboriginal history, and that a new look
at Australia’s past is required — for the benefit of all.

RRP: £12.99
210 x 135mm pbo, 240pp
ISBN: 9781911344780
e-ISBN: 9781925548662

Rights held: World (excl ANZ)
Other rights: Magabala Books
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JUNE 2018

Les Hinton

MEMOIR

The Bootle Boy
my untidy life in news

A brilliantly evocative memoir from the golden age of
newspaper publishing, and from a man who helped
define our modern media.
Les Hinton began working for Rupert Murdoch at the
age of 15. He started out as a copy boy, buying Murdoch’s
sandwiches; worked at the media titan’s side for 52 years;
and ended up the CEO of Dow Jones and publisher of the
Wall Street Journal.

LES HINTON worked at
Rupert Murdoch’s side for
52 years, starting at the age
of just 15. At various points,
he was chairman of Fox TV,
executive chairman of News
International Ltd, CEO of
Dow Jones, and publisher at
the Wall Street Journal. He
resigned in 2011. The Bootle
Boy is his first book.

This remarkable coming-of-age story is at once an
unprecedented insight into arguably the greatest media
empire the world has seen, and an intimate portrait of a
man navigating it. It is also, of course, an unsurpassed,
multi-faceted close-up of Rupert Murdoch himself —
radical agent of change, and one endlessly complicated
boss.

RRP: £18.99
234 x 153mm hb, 320pp
ISBN: 9781911617013
e-ISBN: 9781925548730
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Rights held: UK & C’wealth
Other: Janklow & Nesbit

CULTURAL CRITICISM

Cris Beam

JUNE 2018

I Feel You
a journey to the far reaches of empathy

Every generation, a phrase enters our consciousness. In
the sixties it was civil rights; in the eighties, it was selfesteem; now our word is empathy.
But what actually is empathy? Is it just one thing? Is it
inherited? Can it be taught? Is ‘corporate empathy’ an
oxymoron? And is empathy always a desirable human
value?

CRIS BEAM is an author
and professor in New York
City, where she teaches
creative writing at Columbia
University and New York
University. Her previous
books include To the End
of June: the intimate life of
American foster care and
Transparent: love, family, and
living the T with transgender
teenagers, which won a
Lambda Literary Award
and was a Stonewall Honor
book. Cris’s work has also
been featured in The New
York Times, HuffPost, and
The Guardian, and on This
American Life.

Cris Beam tackles these questions and more as she
journeys from neuroscience labs, to classrooms; from a
reconciliation program in the US, to South Africa, where
the first children born since Apartheid are coming of age.
She talks to scientists studying mirror neurons and to
teachers helping children identify emotions, to victims
of childhood abuse, and to those attempting the most
difficult empathy of all: empathy for the genocidal state.
Along the way, she examines her own past and family
relationships, and discovers what it means to ‘feel you’ —
and how we can all apply empathy in our complex lives.
PRAISE FOR BEAM’S PREVIOUS BOOKS:

‘A triumph of narrative reporting and storytelling’
— New York Times Book Review
‘Compelling . . . Full of Beam’s usual vitality.’
— Andrew Solomon, author of The Noonday Demon

RRP: £12.99
210 x 135 mm pbo w/ flaps, 320pp
ISBN: 9781911617068
e-ISBN: 9781925548808

Rights held: UK & C’wealth
Other rights: Abner Stein/
McCormick & Williams
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Jonathan Miller

CURRENT AFFAIRS"/"BIOGRAPHY

Duterte Harry

The first biography of Rodrigo Duterte, the murderous,
unpredictable President of the Philippines, whose war on
drugs has seen thousands of people killed in cold blood.
Rodrigo Duterte was elected President of the Philippines
in 2016. In his first six months in office, 5,000
people were murdered on the streets, gunned down
by police officers and vigilante citizens — all with his
encouragement and blessing.

JONATHAN MILLER is Channel
4’s Asia Correspondent based
in Bangkok. Three months
after Rodrigo Duterte was
elected in the President’s
southern home city of Davao,
Jonathan became the first
foreign journalist to challenge
him face-to-face on the
devastation wrought by his
controversial and deadly war
on drugs. Jonathan was born
in Derry, Ireland, and has lived
much of his life in Southeast
Asia, including correspondent
postings with the BBC.

Duterte is a serial womaniser and a self-confessed killer,
who has called both Barack Obama and Pope Francis
‘sons of whores’. He is on record as saying he does not
‘give a shit’ about human rights. Yet he is beloved of the
16.6 million Filipinos who voted for him, seen as down
and dirty, vulgar but honest, a breath of fresh air, and an
iconoclastic, anti-imperialist rebel.
In this revelatory biography, reporter Jonathan Miller
charts Duterte’s meteoric rise to success, and shows
how this fascinating, fearsome man can be seen as the
embodiment of populism in our time.
Through interviews with Duterte himself, his sister,
daughter and son, two former presidents, old friends,
death squad hitmen, and relatives of his victims, Miller
shows that far from the media cartoon of The Godfather,
John Wayne, Hugo Chavez, and Donald Trump rolled into
one, Duterte is a sinister, dangerous man, who should not
be taken lightly.

RRP: £14.99
234 x 153mm pbo, 288pp
ISBN: 9781911617037
e-ISBN: 9781925548778
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Rights held: UK & C’wealth
Other rights: Asia Literary
Agency

LITERARY FICTION

Emiliano Monge

JUNE 2018

Among the Lost

translated by
Frank Wynne

Deep in the jungle, in the dead of night, pitiless
spotlights flicker on to expose a group of migrants who
have risked their lives for the chance to reach an America
that exists only in their dreams.
The fates of these men, women, and children are in the
hands of human traffickers Estela and Epitafio, who lead
them on a savage and harrowing crossing through hostile
territory that is as beautiful as it is lethal.
None of them will make it to El Paraíso alive.

EMILIANO MONGE is a
multi-award-winning Mexican
novelist, short story writer,
essayist, and reporter. In 2011,
the Guadalajara International
Book Fair FIL chose him as
one of the top 25 best-kept
secrets in contemporary
Latin American literature.
FRANK WYNNE is among
the English language’s
greatest living translators
from the Spanish, and has
won many awards for his
work, and is the translator
of, amongst others, Javier
Cercas, Tómas Eloy Martinez,
and Arturo Pérez-Reverte.

Among the Lost is a timely novel about the defining issue
of the 21st century: illegal immigration. Modelled in part
on Dante’s Divine Comedy, and interspersed with the
true voices of Mexican migrants, it invites its reader to
‘abandon all hope’ and step through the gate.

‘I am sure that there is no other journalistic text that
honours the voices of the migrants as much as this
novel does. A writing that confronts. Poetry in the
carrion.’ — Lydia Cacho

RRP: £12.99
210 x 148mm pbo w /flaps, 304pp
ISBN: 9781911344643
e-ISBN: 9781925548655

Rights held: World English
Other rights: Casanovas &
Lynch
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B-FORMAT SECOND EDITIONS

Caroline Williams
Override

N E W I N B F O R M AT P A P E R B A C K

my quest to go beyond brain training and take
control of my mind

January 2018
RRP: £8.99
198 x 129mm pb, 288pp
ISBN: 9781911344995
e- ISBN: 9781925307931

Can you really rewire an adult brain? In Override, Caroline
Williams goes on a mission to find out. Volunteering herself as
a guinea pig for top neuroscientists, Williams tests out brain
training techniques that promise to affect real change. From
high-tech brain stimulation to meditation, adding bolt-on senses,
and retraining stress response, Override is a fascinating journey
into discovering what neuroscience can really do for us.

Tom Schuller
The Paula Principle
why women lose out at work — and what needs to be done
about it

January 2018
RRP: £9.99
198 x 129mm pb, 256pp
ISBN: 9781911344605
e-ISBN: 9781925548013

An engrossing and thoughtful analysis of how gender impacts on
working life. Tom Schuller — an expert on work and innovation
— argues that professional women at all levels and across all
industries are being under-promoted, and that businesses are
suffering as a result. Required reading for anyone who would
like to see the world of work become fairer and more productive,
whatever their gender.

Sara Flannery Murphy
The Possessions

February 2018
RRP: £8.99
198 x 129mm pb, 368pp
ISBN: 9781911344667
e-ISBN: 9781925307962
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Edie works at the Elysian Society, channelling the dead for clients
desperate for a few last moments with their loved ones. She is
professional and discreet, the best in the team. But everything
changes when Patrick comes to look for traces of his drowned
wife in Edie. The more time that Edie spends as the glamorous,
enigmatic Sylvia, the closer she comes to falling in love with
Patrick. And the more mysterious the circumstances around
Sylvia’s death begin to seem.

B-FORMAT SECOND EDITIONS

Melissa Broder
So Sad Today
personal essays
’So Sad Today
is desperately
honest. Broder
lays herself bare
but she does
so with strength,
sav v y and st yle
[and] reveals so
much about what
it is to live in this
world, right now.’
Roxane Gay

Thomas Maloney
The Sacred Combe

March 2018
RRP: £8.99
198 x 129mm pb, 304pp
ISBN: 9781911344841
e-ISBN: 9781925307269

Longlisted for the Desmond Elliott Prize. When Samuel
Browne answers a job advertisement in an old book, he soon
finds himself deep in the remote English countryside in a cold
but characterful old house, in the employment and company
of an older, wiser man. What is the purpose of the seemingly
hopeless task set for Sam in the house’s ancient library? What
is the secret of the unused room? And where does a life lose
its way or gain its meaning?

James Thornton & Martin Goodman
Client Earth

May 2018
RRP: £9.99
198 x 129mm pb, 320pp
ISBN: 9781911344810
e-ISBN: 9781925307993

Praised by the likes of Caroline Lucas, Ed Miliband, and Coldplay,
Client Earth is an inspirational look at the lawyers who are
fighting to save our planet. At the head of this legal army stands
James Thornton, who takes governments to court, and wins. In
this remarkable book, we travel from Poland to Ghana, from
Alaska to China, to see how citizens can use public interest law
to protect their planet, for the good of everyone.
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N E W I N B F O R M AT P A P E R B A C K

February 2018
RRP: £7.99
198 x 129mm pb, 224pp
ISBN: 9781911344148
e-ISBN: 9781925307467

An unblinkingly intimate collection of essays from the author
behind the @sosadtoday Twitter account. From unusual
‘fetishes’, to eating disorders; from crippling ‘anxiety’, to the
realities of caring; nothing is off limits in these unapologetic,
unflinching essays by poet, writer, and twitter sensation Melissa
Broder.

B-FORMAT SECOND EDITIONS

Franz Hessel
Walking in Berlin

N E W I N B F O R M AT P A P E R B A C K

a flaneur in the capital

May 2018
RRP: £8.99
198 x 129mm pb, 272pp
ISBN: 9781911344728
e-ISBN: 9781925307337

A timeless guide to one of the world’s greatest cities. Franz
Hessel was an observer par excellence of the increasingly hectic
metropolis that was Berlin in the late 1920s. In Walking in Berlin,
he captures the rhythm of Weimar-era Berlin, recording evidence
of the seismic shifts shaking German culture at the time.
Superbly written, and as fresh today as when it first appeared,
this is a book to be savoured.
Translated by Amanda DeMarco

Kayla Rae Whitaker
The Animators
The main characters of The Animators are women. One of them
is a lesbian. One is an addict. One’s an emotional wreck. Both
are smart and driven as hell. This unputdownable debut tells the
story of two artists whose incandescent friendship propels them
from humble origins to huge success.
June 2018
RRP: £8.99
198 x 129mm pb, 384pp
ISBN: 9781911344742
e-ISBN: 9781925548044

Thordis Elva and Tom Stranger
South of Forgiveness

OMAN, A MAN,
PE, AND A HARD JOURNEY
M VIOLENCE TO RECONCILIATION

inary spring morning Thordis Elva kisses her three-year-old
partner goodbye in Reykjavik before boarding a plane to do an
dinary thing: flying seven thousand miles south to meet up with
n who had raped her when she was just sixteen – to look for, and
d, forgiveness.
Meanwhile, in Sydney, Australia, Tom Stranger nervously embarks
equally life-changing journey, wondering if he is worthy of this
ting. Is healing possible if you can’t fathom forgiving yourself?
This epic journey was not planned in haste. It is the culmination
a correspondence then eight years long. After covering hundreds
letters with searing honesty, Thordis and Tom decided it was
me to sit down face to face.
Coming from opposite sides of the globe, their destination
was literally the middle ground between them: Cape Town in
South Africa, infamously badged “rape capital of the world”
for its endemic levels of sexual violence, a place whose people
are deeply scarred by apartheid, but bravely seeking to heal the
wounds of its past.
South of Forgiveness is the story of what is said and done
that week in South Africa, a unique collaboration between a
survivor and a perpetrator equally committed to illuminating
and exploring the darkest act of their lives. It’s a true story about
being bent but not broken, of facing fear with courage, and
finding hope even in the most wounded of places.

scribepublications.com.au
Memoir

Cover design by Scribe

April 2018
RRP: £8.99
198 x 129mm pb, 320pp
ISBN: TK
e-ISBN: 9781925307979
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A unique account written by a woman who was raped — and
the man who raped her. South of Forgiveness is an unprecedented
collaboration between a survivor and a perpetrator, each equally
committed to exploring the darkest moment of their lives. It
is a true story about being bent but not broken, of facing fear
with courage, and of finding hope even in the most wounded of
places.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Briohny Doyle
Adult Fantasy
searching for true maturity in an age of mortgages, marriages, and
other adult milestones
A provocative, timely, and very funny examination of what adulthood
means for millennials. ‘Bursting with wry humour and sharp insight’
— The Guardian
RRP: £9.99 | 198 x 129mm pbo, 320pp | ISBN: 9781911344285 | e-ISBN: 9781925548204

Graham Allison
Destined for War
can America and China escape Thucydides’s Trap?
A highly topical book about the distinct possibility that China and the US
may soon be at war. ‘Sounds a useful, even important warning call’ —
Max Hastings, The Sunday Times
RRP: £18.99 | 234 x 153mm pbo, 384pp | ISBN: 9781911344513 | e-ISBN: 9781925548372

Paul Verhaeghe
Says Who?
the struggle for authority in a market-based society
From the author of viral hit What About Me?, a new book compelling us
to challenge free-market thinking and restore authority to its rightful
place in society.
RRP: £12.99 | 210 x 135mm pbo, 272pp | ISBN: 9781911344445 | e-ISBN: 9781925548358
Translated by David Shaw

Jeff Sparrow
No Way But This
in search of Paul Robeson
An incisive, timely biography of African-American actor, singer, and
activist Paul Robeson. ‘No Way But This is a challenge to history and
a reminder of what unites us’ — Owen Jones
RRP: £14.99 | 234 x 153mm pbo, 304pp | ISBN: 9781911344292 | e-ISBN: 9781925548143
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED

W. Chris Winter
The Sleep Solution
why your sleep is broken and how to fix it
A sleep expert offers a brand new approach to solving sleep issues once
and for all, with practical tips for people suffering with insomnia, sleep
apnea, circadian sleep disorders, and more.
RRP: £14.99 | 234 x 153mm pbo, 272pp | ISBN: 9781911344315 | e-ISBN: 9781925548174

Damon Young
The Art of Reading
‘An erudite and engaging enquiry into the transformative power of
reading’ — Melissa Harrison, author of Rain
RRP: £9.99 | 198 x 129mm hb, 176pp | ISBN: 9781911344186 | e-ISBN: 9781925548099

Ernest van der Kwast
Mama Tandoori
A 100,000-copy bestselling family saga based on the author’s
experiences growing up half-Indian in the Netherlands. ‘The funniest
and most moving book I have read this year’ — Herman Koch
RRP: £7.99 | 198 x 129mm pbo, 224pp | ISBN: 9781911344353 | e-ISBN: 9781925548334
Translated by Laura Vroomen

Lea Waters
The Strength Switch
how the new science of strength-based parenting helps your child
and your teen flourish
A psychologist and parenting expert reveals how focusing on children’s
strengths, rather than correcting their weaknesses, can help build
resilience, encourage creativity, and enhance achievement.
RRP: £14.99 | 234 x 153mm pbo, 352pp | ISBN: 9781911344346 | e-ISBN: 9781925548341
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Nancy MacLean
Democracy in Chains
the deep history of the radical right’s stealth plan for America
Reveals how the ideas of Nobel Prize-winning political economist James
McGill Buchanan are being used by libertarian billionaires to drastically
curtail democracy in the US.
RRP: £9.99 | 198 x 129mm pbo, 368pp | ISBN: 9781911344681 | e-ISBN: 9781925548532

Georgia Blain
The Museum of Words
a memoir of language, writing, and mortality
The final work from acclaimed, award-winning Australian author Georgia
Blain: a meditation on writing, reading, first words, and last words.
RRP: £14.99 | 210 x 148mm hb, 176pp | ISBN: 9781911344544 | e-ISBN: 9781925548389

Anosh Irani
The Parcel
In the red light district in the heart of Bombay, Madhu — a hijra, a
person of the third sex — must prepare a young girl for her new life
as a prostitute — but can she go through with it?
RRP: £12.99 | 210 x 135mm pbo, 304pp | ISBN: 9781911344452 | e-ISBN: 9781925548297

Niels Birbaumer & Jörg Zittlau
Your Brain Knows More Than You Think
the new frontiers of neuroplasticity
We assume that people’s natures are fixed. Here, leading neurobiologist
Niels Birbaumer proves the opposite, arguing that neuroplasticity can help us
overcome almost any condition: from anxiety to the after-effects of a stroke.
RRP: £14.99 | 210 x 135mm pbo, 272pp | ISBN: 9781911344384 | e-ISBN: 9781925548310
Translated by David Shaw
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Michael Brooks
The Quantum Astrologer’s Handbook
‘Entertaining, informative, and highly original conversations about
frontier physics, held across a gulf of centuries. A daring and successful
experiment and a new kind of popular science writing.’ — Ian Stewart
RRP: £16.99 | 210 x 148mm hb, 256pp | ISBN: 9781911344407 | e-ISBN: 9781925548280

Elisabeth Åsbrink
1947

1
9
4
7

when now begins
A gripping narrative of the year that shaped the world we live in now.
1947 saw the founding of the Muslim Brotherhood, the partition of India,
the beginning of the Palestine crisis, the writing of The Second Sex and
1984, and much, much more.
RRP: £16.99 | 210 x 148mm hb, 288pp | ISBN: 9781911344421 | e-ISBN: 9781925548273
Translated by Fiona Graham

María Dueñas
A Vineyard in Andalusia
A sweeping historical epic by an author whose novels have sold over
6 million copies worldwide. A ruined silver-mine owner sets sail from
Mexico City to seek his fortune in the New World.
RRP: £8.99 | 198 x 129mm pbo, 544pp | ISBN: 9781911344469 | e-ISBN: 9781925548365
Translated by Nick Caistor
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Scribble’s second year has been a busy one!
Davina Bell and Allison Colpoys's Under the Love Umbrella has had some fantastic
success in Australia and overseas. An instant best-seller locally—we have reprinted
twice for the Australian market and have over 10,000 copies now in print. Allison
and Davina’s award-winning first book The Underwater Fancy-Dress Parade has
now into six international terriroties and we’re excited to see it published in North
America in 2018 as Captain Starfish.
We’ve had some other very happy success with international rights sales for our
early-2018 titles.Upcoming debut Grandma Z from Daniel Gray-Barnett (March
2018) has already sold into Spain and France. Antonia Pesenti's Rhyme Cordial
was a Bologna favourite with World English (exc Aus/NZ) rights selling to Phaidon.
In 2017 we’ve also held our first exhibition, There’s Nothing Better Than Friends,
partnering with Australian illustration agency Jacky Winter Group, which featured
prints and graphic re-interpretations of My Donkey Benjamin and My Pig Paulina
(written by Hans Limmer and photographed by Lennart Osbeck and David
Crossley respectively.
Kat Patrick—author of I am Doodle Cat and Doodle Cat is Bored—has just returned
from a UK-tour including a number of sessions at Edinburgh Festival. Kat and
Lauren Farrell are currently working on their third project together for late-2018.
We're very excited about the books on our Frankfurt list—a sparkling debut in
Wren, fanastically-illustrated and inspring STEM-focused non-fiction with Mr
Shaha's Recipes for Wonder and with Watch This! we have a modern interpretation
of the photographic picture book.
—Miriam Rosenbloom, Publisher

Wren
author Katrina Lehman
illustrator Sophie Beer

The country was quiet.
No noisy neighbours.
No traffic.
No sisters and brothers.
Just paddocks and trees and the big blue sky.

Sometimes we find what we’re looking for in the most
unexpected places.
Wren just wants a bit of peace and quiet. What he gets is the
noisiest baby sister you could ever imagine! But when Wren runs
away to the country, he discovers that maybe peace and quiet
isn’t all he needs …

With bright, modern illustrations and
a powerfully simple story, any child
(and any parent!) who’s ever had
to deal with a noisy sibling will love
Wren. This debut from the new team
of Katrina Lehman and Sophie Beer is
sure to delight.
The perfect present for families
with new siblings from an
exciting new creative partnership!

Katrina Lehman lives in
Melbourne and works with
award-winning authors and
illustrators as an editor, while
juggling three small children.
Sophie Beer is an illustrator
from Brisbane, Queensland.
Revelling in colour, shape,
and texture, she lives by one
simple rule: art should never
be boring. When she's not
illustrating, she's usually found
drinking dangerous amounts of
tea and indulging in her other
passion: literature.

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

Doors slamming. Dogs barking.
Kettles whistling. Dishes clanging.

Then she closed her eyes and

Publication details
Australia
Date
June 2018
ISBN
9781925322118
Price
A$24.99
The telephone ringing. The neighbor singing.
And parents talking — on and on and on.

went to sleep. Wren sat for a long

2–6
Hardback
230 x 250
32

time and stared at his baby sister.
And then he smiled too.

… and smiled.

UK
June 2018

9781911344216
£10.99

Perhaps all she wanted was
a little bit of peace and quiet.

Rights held: World (all languages)

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

Watch This! a book about making shapes

2–6
Hardback
250 x 230
32

Publication details
Australia
Date
August 2018
ISBN
9781925322774
Price
A$24.99

author Jane Godwin
artist Beci Orpin
photographer Hilary Walker

Let’s try a pyramid…
Watch this…

UK
August 2018
9781911344957
£10.99

One, two three…

Rights held: World (all languages)

Watch This! is a ground-breaking, modern photographic picture
book about children using their bodies to make sense of shapes
in a playful way. Watch This! is a celebration of movement, energy,
pattern, and colour.
Jane Godwin is an Australian
children's book publisher,
and also the highly acclaimed
author of over twenty books
for children, across all styles
and ages.

A first-time collaboration between
three creatives at the top of their
respective fields
Photographic picture books
offer children an opportunity for
identification and empathy

Beci Orpin is a designerillustrator based in Melbourne,
Australia. Beci also exhibits
her work frequently and is
published in Australia/UK by
Hardie Grant and in the USA by
Chronicle Books for her art &
craft titles.
Hilary Walker is a Melbournebased documentary and
editorial photographer
shooting interiors, portraits,
and still life.

If we sit with straight legs out, what shape do we make?

Izzy can make a triangle if she keeps her body straight.

A star!

Edie can make a semi-circle with only her self…

Or we can make a triangle like this…

Mr Shaha's Recipes for Wonder
author Alom Shaha
illustrator Emily Robertson
Help your child to think and work like a scientist with Mr Shaha's
Recipes for Wonder.
Learn about sound by making wine glasses sing, investigate
chemical reactions with vitamin-powered rockets, and explore
Newton’s Third Law by making balloon driven cars.
This is not a book just for children, it’s a book for the grown-ups
who want to enthuse and inspire young people through science.

Written by a practising teacher, this
is the perfect book for a scientifically
inclined young mind
Includes experiments galore to do
at home: from making a balloonpowered car, to dissecting a daffodil.
Accompanied by beautiful and
detailed illustrations by Emily
Robertson.

Alom Shaha was born in
Bangladesh but grew up in
London. A parent, teacher,
science writer, and filmmaker,
he has spent most of his
professional life trying to share
his passion for science and
education with the public.
Emily Robertson is an illustrator
living and working in London
with her cat Iggy. She is also cofounder of the artist collective
PLATS.

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

5–10
Hardback
300 x 240
64

Publication details
Australia
Date
2018
ISBN
9781925321890
Price
A$27.99
Rights held: World (all languages)

UK
March 2018
9781911344155
£12.99

Grandma Z
author & illustrator Daniel Gray-Barnett
Albert’s life is very, very ordinary. Even his sixth birthday is shaping
up to be just another day. But when Grandma Z roars into town
on her motorcycle, he is swept off into a very extraordinary
adventure.
Will life ever be the same again?

A rollicking adventure story featuring
a thoroughly modern grandmother
with stunningly imaginative
illustrations using three vibrant spot
colours
Debut picture book from acclaimed
Australian illustrator Daniel GrayBarnett whose work has appeared in
New York Times, Boston Globe and
GQ Magazine
Early Grandma Z illustrations
were selected for the prestigious
international Ilustrate Biennale
in 2016 where Daniel was also
awarded the i con i Award for Young
Illustrators

Daniel Gray-Barnett is a
Sydney-based illustrator. Selftaught, he studied Medical
Science at the University of
Sydney before swapping
his microscope for pencils
when he realised illustration
had a much lower patientmortality rate. He has three
grandmothers, and Grandma Z
is his first book.

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

2–6
Hardback
250 x 230
32

Publication details
Australia
Date
October 2017
ISBN
9781925322156
Price
A$24.99

UK
May 2018
9781911344254
£10.99

Rights held: World (all languages)
Rights sold: France (Le Seuil), Spain (Siruela)

Under the Love Umbrella

You’re tucked in safe for always here

author Davina Bell
illustrator Allison Colpoys
Whatever you fear, come close my dear
You’re tucked in safe for always here
And I will never not be near
Because of our love umbrella
From this award-winning creative duo comes a book about the
wonder of ever-present love. A stunning celebration of the joy
and comfort that is always with us, wherever we roam in the big,
wild world.

From the team behind
the award-winning bestseller
The Underwater Fancy-Dress
Parade comes a celebration
of love
Gentle rhyming text,
accompanied by beautiful
vintage-inspired illustrations
using luminous spot colours
The perfect gift book for new
parents and babies, as well
as for children embarking
on big changes and new
adventures

Whatever you fear,

And I will never not be near

come close, my dear

Holding our love umbrella.

In ever y weather

Davina Bell is a writer and
editor of books for young
people. She was a Senior Editor
at Penguin Books Australia and
works in Melbourne, where she
still dreams about the Western
Australian beaches while
drinking a lot of very good
Melbourne coffee.
Allison Colpoys is an awardwinning book designer and
illustrator, and a lover of
pattern and typography.

It disappears in a big old flurr y
Under the love umbrella.

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

0–5
Hardback
255 x 210
32

Publication details
Australia
Date
March 2017
ISBN
9781925321265
Price
A$24.99

UK
March 2017
9781925228205
£11.99

Rights held: World (all languages)
Rights sold: France (Éditions Sarbacane), Korea (Sanha)

It’s us together

The Underwater Fancy-Dress Parade

Rhyme Cordial

author Davina Bell
illustrator Allison Colpoys

author & illustrator Antonia Pesenti

The day before the underwater fancy-dress parade,
Alfie got that feeling ...

Crichton Award for debut illustration
Children’s Book Council Awards 2016

Sometimes it’s hard to be brave. Sometimes you get that feeling.
Sometimes you’re just not ready … until, one day, you are.

Small Publishers’ Children’s Book of the Year
Australian Book Industry Awards 2016

From a dynamic new picture-book partnership comes the story of
Alfie and a big octopus wearing a tiny hat and the things you can
only whisper to the cowboys on your wallpaper.

Best Designed Children’s Illustrated Book
Australian Book Design Awards 2016

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

2–6
Hardback
255 x 210
32

Publication details
Australia
Date
March 2015
ISBN
9781925106206
Price
A$24.99

Fingernails or fingerSNAILS?
Loudspeaker or loudSNEAKER?
Rhyme Cordial is a book of delightfully weird and wonderful
wordplay that shows just how much fun you can have with
language — all you need is your imagination!

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages
UK
March 2015
£12.99

Rights held: World (all languages)
Rights sold: North America (Abrams), France (Éditions Sarbacane), Italy
(Mondadori), Spain (Norma), China, Bulgaria

1–4
Boardbook
228 x 181
20pp + 10 gatefolds

Publication details
Australia
Date
May 2018
ISBN
9781925322149
Price
A$22 .99
Rights held: World (all languages)
Rights sold: World English exc AU/NZ (Phaidon)

Doodle Cat is Bored

Doodle Cat

author Kat Patrick
illustrator Lauren Marriott

author Kat Patrick
illustrator Lauren Marriott

Doodle Cat is back and he is very bored. Until he finds a thing!
But what is this thing and what does it do?

I Am Doodle Cat is a cheerful children’s book here to encourage
imagination, celebration of the things you love, and finding
the magic in silliness. Written by Kat Patrick, with delightful
illustrations by Lauren Marriott, this book shows a tomato-red
Doodle Cat rejoicing in everyday pleasures such as swimming
in the ocean, wearing a favourite onesie, and playing guitar.
Whatever your age, I Am Doodle Cat reminds you of the
universe’s splendidness, and above all, to remember to love YOU!

Following on from their award-winning debut picture book
I Am Doodle Cat, writer Kat Patrick and illustrator Lauren Marriott
have created another hilarious tale featuring the irreverent
bright red squiggle who loves just about everything. Bursting
with imagination and fun, Doodle Cat returns to remind us to be
curious, creative, and to explore every option.
Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

3–6
Hardback
230 x 230
32

Publication details
Australia
Date
May 2017
ISBN
9781925321883
Price
A$22.99
Rights held: World (all languages)

UK
June 2017
9781911344131
£10.99

1–6
Hardback
230 x 230
36

Publication details
Australia
Date
April 2016
ISBN
9781925321258
Price
A$19.99

UK
April 2016
9781925228465
£9.99

Rights held: World English (exc USA, Canada, & NZ)
Other Rights: Beatnik Publishing

Hill of Content Top 10 Picture Books 2016
Readings Top 10 Picture Books 2016
Little Book Room's 10 Picture Books 2016

My Donkey Benjamin

Amazing Babes

author Hans Limmer (translator Elke Wakefield)
photographer Lennart Osbeck

author Eliza Sarlos
illustrator Grace Lee

Benjamin and Susi are best friends. She washes his
face each morning, they play wonderful games all day,
and they sleep next to each other every night.
Until one day, Benjamin disappears . . .

A unique book for young and old that celebrates inspirational
women from around the world and across generations. You will
recognise some and be delighted to meet others.

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

Publication details
2–6
Hardback
250 x 230
48

Date
ISBN
Price

Australia
December 2016
9781925321234
A$24.99

Rights held: World English

UK
December 2016
9781925228489
£10.99

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

0-100
Hardback
305 x 245
56

Publication details
Australia
Date
November 2013
ISBN
9781922070715
Price
$24.99

UK
March 2014
9781922247346
£12.99

Rights held: World (all languages)

Other rights: Fischer Verlag

My Pig Paulina

There’s Not One

author Hans Limmer (translator Elke Wakefield)
photographer David Crossley

author & illustrator Jennifer Higgie

Angelica lives with her parents and her sister Susi on a beautiful Mediterranean island. She
loves roaming the island with her favourite doll, Hippi, and when she adopts a piglet called
Paulina, they have lots of fun together! When a farmer wants to take Paulina away, Angelica
knows she has to save her best friend. And so begins their exciting adventure . . .

This joyous debut from Jennifer Higgie celebrates the details and diversity of the
world around us. In kaleidoscopic colour, Higgie takes young readers on a journey
from some of life’s most important things (baked beans!) to some of life’s biggest
wonders (stars!). The perfect early picture book for the curious kid!

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

2–6
Hardback
250 x 230
48

Publication details
Australia
Date
December 2016
ISBN
9781925321241
Price
A$24.99

UK
December 2016
9781925228496
£10.99

Rights held: World English

Other rights: Tulipan Verlag

Book details
Interest age
Format
H x W (mm)
Pages

0–5
Hardback
175 x 260
28

Publication details
Australia
Date
September 2016
ISBN
9781925321708
Price
A$24.99
Rights held: World (all languages)

UK
November 2016
9781925228816
£10.99
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